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1. Introduction 

Pentney lies between Kings Lynn and Swaffham and is in the county of Norfolk, administered by 
Norfolk County Council.  

The age of the village is uncertain but, it dates back at least to the Romano-British period. A 
Roman road and settlement in Pentney ran close to the river Nar. The name Pentney suggests that 
it was once an island. 

Fragments of Roman-British archaeology have been recorded along with more substantial 
buildings dating from the C14. The historic landscape through the village have been long 
established and can be seen in a similar way to the current form on maps at least dating back to 
C19, but likely much before this times. 

Today, Pentney has a distinctive mix of larger individual homes set well within large plots, and 
smaller cottages and terraces set close to the road with humble proportions.   

This type of development is indicative of a strong farming community. The central and surrounding 
farmland is a key feature of the village, as well as the worker’s cottages for workers and the larger 
farm houses. Mid 20th Century Social Housing has added to the mix of Pentney’s architecture.  

The Augustinian Abbey has played a significant role in shaping the village and its building 
materials. In earlier times the village centred around the Abbey, but the centre shifted to its 
current location following the dissolution of the Abbey. However, the religious presence from this 
time has continued to be a major influence through the reuse of its ecclesiastical carved limestone 
which has been utilised to construct Pentney’s farmhouses, cottages and barns alike. The 
ecclesiastical influence, including the medieval church, and two chapels, has very much shaped the 
form and materials of the village.  

The River Nar has also shaped Pentney’s history and architecture.  Records show that the old Bone 
Mill was once a significant employer which contributed to the village economy and transport of 
materials.  http://www.norfolkmills.co.uk/Watermills/narborough-bone-mill.html The river 
washed stone and erratics from the ice age has coloured Pentney’s buildings and boundry walls. 

Nearby Middleton village Carrstone quarry has been the supplier of vernacular stone and Pentney 
is fortunate enough to have one of the best building sands in the UK, much prized by traditional 
masons for use with building lime. The sand, known as Pentney sharp, is a soft light cream colour 
sprinkled with different colour inclusions. The exhausted sand pits have since added to the 
diversity of Pentney’s landscape by naturally filling with water, the most significant being Pentney 
Lakes which acts as Pentney’s main surface water drainage system. 

Pockets of Woodland is a natural feature of Pentney , some of them ancient and bearing the marks 
of ice age pingos. The important network of ditches in the wet low lying land, that was once 
wetland, has helped to keep the fields smaller in scale, similar to the traditional field patterns 
following the Enclosures Act. This field pattern gives Pentney a strong sense of place and history. 

 Overall, Pentney can be defined as an area influenced by religion, the river Nar, farming, 
woodland, and light local industry, incorporating tourism and holiday retreats. In recent years 
there has been a large amount of new development, some of which has continued to take 
reference from the historic built environment, setting and materiality.  

 

  

http://www.norfolkmills.co.uk/Watermills/narborough-bone-mill.html
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2. Aims and objectives  

The purpose of this report is to provide an analysis and overview of the significance of the 
architecture, history and character of Pentney Village.  This report is intended to assist with an 
informed approach to any new development, and to guide the future development in Pentney for 
both new build and alterations to existing dwellings.  

The streetscape, lanescape, buildings, materials and architectural details are all considered with 
reference to the historic precedent set but the history of the village.  Careful observation of detail 
and layout will inform the character preservation of Pentney village and its historic context. 

 

3. Limitations 

This report is intended to provide a general overview of historic significance, human impact, built 
environment form and materiality. It is not a comprehensive account of the history of Pentney or 
its buildings. 

All buildings were only photographed from the public highway, or with the permission of the 
homeowner therefore some properties of significance may be excluded from this report.  All 
photographs were taken by J. Orsi unless otherwise stated. 

 

4. Local Plan designations 

The site falls within West-Norfolk County Council. 

There are a number of listed buildings (see section 2 Listed buildings) and monuments in Pentney  

The Narborough conservation area just touches into Pentney incorporating Narborough House 
Protected monuments, lakes, woodland and areas of Visual and/or Recreational Amenity are also 
defined which protect important open space, visually important gaps in the street scene and 
recreational facilities.  

 
Figure 1 Aerial photo (Google earth) Pentney village outlined red 

The River Nar encompasses a SSSI 
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Figure 2 Pentney OS, boundary, West Norfolk Council 

 

 

Figure 3 From West Kings Lynn plan, showing the conservation area and listed Narborough House 
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Figure 4 Current public rights of way, footpaths and bridleways are shown on this map from Norgolk.gov.uk 

 
 

 
5. Facilities 

There is a church holding regular communion services as well as wedding and funeral services, 
good sized village hall and recreational open space with children’s play area.  

In addition to the holiday parks, there are a number of bed and breakfasts in the village, spas, 
pool, studios and roadside stalls. Cottage industry, farming, horticulture and crafts are well 
established. 

The recent Darwin development offers a well presented general store, restaurant, bar and 
additional spa facilities, although this is a little removed from the main village. A part time Oggi’s 
Bar can be found on Pentney Lakes. On Sundays a third bar facility is open at the Pentney 
Bowls/Country and Western Club. 

The main facilities that serve the village are sited in the adjacent village of Narborough, including 
the primary school, doctors and mechanics. There are also restaurants, a country club and further 
holiday accommodation with tourist attractions, fisheries and churches. 

The bus provides a service between Norwich and Kings Lynn.  There are bus stops in Pentney and 
Narborough. 

There are a 4 traditional, or traditional style post boxes in the village.   
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Figure 5 (Left) Historic post box, Low Road (right) Postbox adjacent to the Church featuring inappropriate siting 
of dog waste and litter bin alongside post box heritage asset 

    
Figure 6 (Left) Post box and signage, Abbey Road (Right) K9 Telephone box 

  

Figure 7 Village hall, front and side facing Narborough Road 
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6. History 

The village is thought to date back at least to the C3 – C4 AD. There has been reported evidence of 
a Romano-British local pottery industry and Roman settlement running close to the river Nar. The 
C14 Gatehouse has survived and been recently restored. This was the main entrance of the 
prestigious C12 Abbey Pentney Priory. A large number of the houses and outbuildings in Pentney 
contain stone taken from the main Abbey building, now lost but still very much a feature of 
Pentney.  The church of Saint Mary Magdalene was built as a small chapel in Norman times and 
was significantly enlarged around C13 or C14. 

The historic maps below show well established road layouts from Saint Mary Magdalene Church 
and around the village and remain largely unchanged today. 

 

Figure 8 Map (NCC) outlining the village in 1851, completed by the vicar, this map does not include workers 
cottages or barns but the principle farmhouses are identified 

 
Figure 9 Map (NCC), comprehensive map from 1913. You can see the cluster of houses between two chapels to 
the North of Narborough Road. This historic development is suggestive of an intention to develop a village 
centre in this area. 

The more detailed and accurate map above from 1913 shows the complete railway line, road that 
is now the A47 and a cluster of houses around the chapel’s to the North of Narborough Road.  

This was the only residential developed area at this time, with farmhouses and farming industries 
being the dominant development elsewhere. The open farm fields to the south of Narborough 
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Road have remained a key feature that is largely retained to this day. Many of the historic 
footpaths can also be seen in the map below. 

 
Figure 10 This map features the important footpath network and bridleways in Pentney.  The map is historic but 
has been adapted as the current links and footpaths and shows the latest amendments. Further maps are 
available from Norfolk.gov.uk. 

The railway line opened in the mid C19 with a station situated directly between Pentney and 
Narborough would have provided important access and links between Kings Lynn and Swaffham.  
The entire line was taken out of commission in the 1960’s but the station house remains. 
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Figure 11 Narborough Road looking west towards Pentney including Pentney-Narborough Station  House 
situated between the two villages. 

 
7. Setting and lanescape 

The overall layout of the lanes is very well established and historic maps suggest the road layout 
has remained largely unchanged for centuries. This is further supported by mature trees and 
hedges lining many of the roads.  

Pentney consists for the most part of 3 designations.  Farming and light industry, residential and 
Tourism and leisure.  

The first and most dominant is Farming and light industry the open fields, mature trees and 
hedgerows, large individual homes, prominently farmhouses, with land interspersed with small 
clusters of historic workman’s cottages and stone barns. This identifies the main central part of the 
village, along Low Road and Parts of Narborough Road and the roads leading out of the village. 
This is indicative of the important historic farming and milling industries in the area as well as 
industrial industries such as gravel extraction. 

The second is residential. The area to the east of the church, Back Road and the section of 
Narborough Road south of Back road is identifiable as smaller residential homes indicative of a 
village centre. This area is more intensively built up estate housing with the Church providing 
interest. Further along Narborough Road to the west, separated by a short stretch of open land, 
there is a small second area of similar, more intensive historic development around the chapel. A 
third and very recent more intensive development has also been highlighted further up Pentney 
Lane near the A47. This 3rd area features C21 individual homes in a compact estate style layout 
with high closed boundaries and gating not indicative or appropriate of Pentney’s character. 

The third type of development highlights the strong tourist industry in Pentney. The tourist areas 
include the recent Darwin Escapes holiday park development of Norfolk Woods. This area to the 
north is somewhat removed from Pentney village, in particular due to the A47 bypass dividing this 
section of the village in C20.  These modern park homes replace the former caravan park and 
provide tourist accommodation and facilities including a shop and restaurant. There is also a 
fishery nearby (Sovereign Lakes) spanning the A47 in Pentney attracting fishermen to the area. To 
the west of the village lies Pentney Lakes. Previous gravel extraction pits have been developed into 
leisure lakes with holiday cottages and lodges.  These buildings retain open space and provide 
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more permanent individual homes.  Pentney lakes and Norfolk Woods provide holiday 
accommodation for 11 months of the year to second home owners and holidaymakers.  Just south 
of the lakes, the historic Abbey gate house is a newly established prestigious wedding venue 
providing accommodation and event space in a unique setting.   

 
Figure 12 Map of Pentney showing farm and light industry (un-hatched), tourism (purple) and more intensive 
residential development areas (red) 

 
The most prevalent areas are open farmland, fields, mature trees and hedgerows and farmhouses, 
as shown in the following images. 

   

Figure 13 (Right) Low Road, larger individual homes set well within their plots, largely obscured with mature 
hedgerows and trees (Left) Crisp cottages, small cottages set down a lane off Low Road mostly obscured with 
mature trees and hedgerows, tucked away on a spur road that could have historically lead to the river’s bone 
mill. 
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Figure 14 (Left) Low Road looking west. Lined with mature vegetation trees and hedgerows, single track lane 
with evidence suggesting historically this area was always tree and hedge lined (right) Low Road cottages , 
small C19 cottages set close to the road with humble proportions and low boundary treatments.

 

Figure 15 Historic picture of Low Road 
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Figure 16 Paws Lane, leading out of the village, single track, open fencing, views over open farmland and 
mature hedgerows 

 

 
Figure 17 Bliney Road by the church, single track and mature trees heading north 
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Figure 18 Narborough road pavement and wider section of road leading away from built up areas 

 

 
Figure 19 Golden Gym, single lane, modern house 

The following images illustrate the more built up areas with C20 and C21 properties, widened 
roads, pavements and parking. Some properties have fencing and walling but some have 
respected the low level or open and minimal boundary treatments that is representative of the 
historic village setting.  
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Figure 20 Narborough Road More recently C20 social housing with lack of mature vegetation and widened road 
to two lanes with pavement. Low bounday treatments 

 
 

 
Figure 21 Back lane, historic barns and smaller cottages built close to the road 
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Figure 22 C20 and C21 properties on Narborough Road, respecting the historic line of development 

  
Figure 23 Back-land development, smaller C19 properties tucked away behind the chapel. 

 
Figure 24 Pentney Lane -  Modern interpretations (vernacular revival) attempting to represent Pentney’s 
architecture. Larger houses set closer to the road on a single track lane. Brick wall and high fencing not typical 
of the historic character or form of the village. 
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Figure 25 Pentney Lakes, Low level cabins and lodges, holiday accommodation, largely obscured from the 
village and lanescape. 

 

 

Figure 26 The second gated entrance to the park is less appropriate to the character of the village 

 
Figure 27 In addition to the River Nar, Pentney's landscape is punctuated with mature ponds and lakes as well 
as flowing ditches and mature woodlands.  This further encourages diversity and interest in the landscape. 
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Figure 28 Modern concrete and panel fencing to a prominent boundary facing the highway, not consistent with 
Pentneys lanescape.  

 
Figure 29 Inappropriate removal of hedge row now replaced with continuous verge and lawn with stock fence 
separation. Formal lawn, not in character with Pentney’s lanescape. The visual character and wildlife would 
benefit from native planting and hedgerow in this area.  
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8. Built Environment Historic Significance 

The most significant influence to Pentney is the Augustinian Abbey.  The gatehouse to the Abbey 
has survived and recently been conserved and given a new beneficial use by the current owners.  
The influence of the Abbey building can be seen throughout the village, especially in the historic 
buildings many of which were constructed with the stone from the Abbey ruins. The following 
historic buildings demonstrate the strong influence of the abbey on the village, starting with the 
Abbey Gatehouse and the adjacent farmhouse.  

The scale of the village is low rise buildings with open spaces. While there are some large 
farmhouses, they are limited to two storey buildings with the exception of the Abbey Gatehouse 
and Narborough House. Some buildings have extended or utilised the attic space as a third half 
storey as in the Abbey farmhouse below, but typically larger buildings are 1-2 storeys and set well 
within their own ample size plots .  Open spaces, lakelands and mature trees, hedgerows and small 
woodlands are an important historic feature.  

Smaller workers cottages and farm barn buildings are typically set close to the roads and in 
continuous rows. The clusters of more intense development are limited and most development 
still retains the important feeling of open space around them.  

 

The major historical influences for development can be summed up as:  

Religious – Augustinian Pentney Priory, Saint Mary Magdalene Church and two chapels  

Farming – Farmhouses, open fields, tracks and lanes and mature hedgerows, farm workers 
cottages 

Industrial – Crisps cottages leading to the Bone mill and Malt Kiln Farm Maltings, Gravel and 
sandpits, The historic Railway and Pentney Lane Valentine's yard 

 

 
Figure 30 Grade 1 listed Gatehouse to Pentney Abbey, recently repaired and given beneficial re-use as a 
wedding venue. 
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Figure 31 Abbey Farmhouse, Grade II Listed building 

 

 

Figure 32 Medieval Saint Mary Magdalen Church, Grade I Listed Church and monument. 
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Figure 33 Farmhouse in a prominent corner crossroads heading into the main village from the Abbey, 
modernised with plastic windows in a hybrid style. 

 

 
Figure 34 Grade II Listed farmhouse on Abbey Road between the Abbey and the Church retaining its historic 
doors and windows 
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Figure 35 As above, Listed building, Bed and Breakfast Farmhouse with abbey and carr stone and a pantile roof, 
extended in an appropriate matching style. 

 

Figure 36 Converted farm buildings featuring abbey stone and Carrstone 
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Figure 37 As above, altered in a contemporary manner 

 

 
Figure 38 Holly House Farm, Back Rd. Carrstone, gault brick quoins, pantiles, sash windows and parapet gable 
detail. A fine example of well preserved Pentney architecture and historic vernacular wall.  
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Figure 39 Large barn buildings on Little Abbey Farm constructed with Abbey and carr stone 

 

 

Figure 40 Malt Kiln Farm Granary, Abbey stone, carr stone, flint chalk and brick with pantile roof 
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Figure 41 Low Road Coach House featuring carrstone stone 

 

 
Figure 42 Carr stone pantile outbuilding with brick quoins on Folgate corner 
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Figure 43 Folgate House, galleted carr stone, pantile, brick quoins 

 

Figure 44 Folgate Barn, with a timber frame rendered Folgate Farm house behind 
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Figure 45 Well established Carr stone and Brick, pantile property in open setting, preparations for a new 
dwelling next door suggest the new development could impact this property. 

 

Figure 46 Carr stone, Brick, flint and replacement pantile roof. Cement pointing and window and door 
replacement has impacted on the character of this property. 
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Figure 47 Carr stone and brick cottages on Narborough Road; one featuring earlier sash windows 

 

Figure 48 Another terrace on Low Road featuring Carr stone, gault brick and pantile roof 
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Figure 49 C19 terrace cottages, set in close proximity to the road. Pantile roof, These properties are likely to 
feature brick and stone but modern render and replacement windows has obscured the original architectural 
details and severely impacted the character. 

 

Figure 50 Old Schoolhouse, built in 1906 with 80 children attending 
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Figure 51 Cottage parapet gable details and slate roof, extended matching traditional build and materials 

 
Figure 52 Carr stone chalk and brick farmhouse, much altered in the C20 with inappropriate concrete roof tiles, 
plastic windows on the ground floor and wooden storm casement windows on the first floor. 
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Figure 53 Malt Kiln Farm early C20 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 54 Brick and pantile house with wooden replacement windows 
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Figure 55 Chapel. Gault brick, dental eaves with string course brickwork 

 
Figure 56 Carr stone sipps incorrectly cement pointed with gault bricks and a slate roof. 
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Figure 57 Narborough House, Grade II Listed building on the edge of Pentney and in the conservation area. A 
very different character and scale to the other buildings in Pentney. 

 

Figure 58 mid C20 property with traditional crittal windows 
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Figure 59 Abbey Road Lodge, corrugated tin roof , weather boarded building, probably early C20 

 

There are a large number of new properties currently approved for development or having been 
constructed in recent years.  These include a row of properties along Narborough Road which 
respect the linear development, spacing and development line in this area.   
 

 
Figure 60 Modern semi-detached houses built mimic a traditional style but lacking the interpretation of 
traditional Pentney details and style. Design should include parapet gable, gault clay bricks, lighter mortar and 
wooden windows and doors, without the canopies. 
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Figure 61 New building built with closer reference to the traditional Pentney style. Brick and carr stone bedded 
on lighter coloured mortar with flush casement windows. Design should include clay pantile roof tiles. 

A further area of intense new development is in Pentney Lane leading to the A47.  This is a 
narrower road and to the north of the lane large modern properties are more tightly packed into 
estate style developments not typical of the village.  The development closer to Narborough road, 
as well as development to the south side of Pentney Lane demonstrate a style and layout with a 
closer relationship to the traditional built environment of the village as we also see in the 
development on Narborough Road above. 

 

 
Figure 62 Substantial modern buildings built in close proximity with high walling. Some reference to traditional 
materials but  misinterpreted and not typically to the Pentney materials and style. 
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Figure 63 New properties retaining open spaces and vegetation. Modern building using traditional vernacular 
materials set back from the road with a typical wooden five bar gate and retained hedgerows.  This preserves 
the historic lanescape 

 

 
Figure 64 New property built in traditional style retaining open spaces and low open wood fencing 
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9. Historic Monuments 

       
Figure 65 Above shows (left to right) the Pentney sign, war memorial and the wayside cross 

 

   
Figure 66 (left) Modern signage, attempting to imitate the historic cast iron village signs (right) Appropriate cast 
iron signage that should be considered for Pentney (Image Credit The Cast Iron Co.)  
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10. Architectural details  

Pentney can claim to have a unique mix of historic building materials, one overriding influence on 
the materials used for construction is clearly the reused stone from the Abbey, as well as re-used 
materials from other sources.  The vast majority of properties are constructed of Abbey limestone, 
Carr stone, mixed rubble, flint with brick detailing. The wall and roof materials are probably the 
most significant feature of Pentney.  Some buildings contain all of the re-used and local materials 
but nearly all demonstrate the strong influence of the ecclesiastical limestone and carrstone. Roof 
pantiles and slates, coupled with the natural stones and gault bricks in lime mortar provide a 
softer appearance.  

Here is a list of the common materials and examples of where they are used: 

● Reused ecclesiastical limestone from Pentney Abbey  
o Numerous barns and houses, particularly Little Abbey Farm and Abbey Farm 

● Dressed limestone  
o  Both chapels 

● Erratic field flint  
o Numerous barns and houses and walls 

● Reused brick and tile  
o Numerous barns and houses and walls 

● Mixed rubble  
o Numerous barns, houses and walls 

● Clamp and kiln fired bricks mostly made from gault clay  
o Numerous barns and houses and walls 

● Carr stone  
o Numerous barns, houses and walls 

● Shuttered limecrete  
o Malt Kiln Farm Barn 

● Chalk flint   
o Malt Kiln Farm 

● Chalk 
o Folgate Farm Barn, Malt Kiln Farm House 

● Clunch  
o Malt Kiln Farm 

● Ferricrete (conglomerate or pudding stone)  
o Folgate Farm 

● Timber frame  
o Folgate Farm and Folgate House 

● Wattle and daub  
o Folgate Farm and Folgate House 

● Lime render  
o The Rectory and Malt Kiln Farm have historically been lime rendered 

● Weatherboard 

               Abbey Rd Lodge 
● Corrugated tin  

o Abbey Rd Lodge 

● Pantiles tiles are in general use with no examples of plain tiles or thatch. 
 

● lime bedding mortar, some galleted. 
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Many of the aforementioned materials are used as different masonry unit shapes and sizes, such 
as chalk as random or ashlared, carr stone as random rubble, random sipps, cut sipps, or ashlared, 
with or without gallets.  

Ecclesiastical limestone is frequently used as random rubble or partially ashlared. Another key 
feature is the use of the local sand.  Pentney sharp sand is a distinctive mix of aggregates and 
provides a varied colour and contrast to a lime mortar.  This local aggregate has been used since 
buildings first started appearing in Pentney and it is still available today.  

    
Figure 67 (Left) Example of pentney sharp mortar, the impact of the more colourful local sand can enhance the 
surrounding masonry. (Right) example where another sand with a darker binder has been used.  

 

 
Figure 68 In the above picture we can see the clear impact that a uniform grey mortar has on a section of 
historic wall.  In addition to being potentially damaging to the historic stone, the stone and mortar blend and 
give a far less visually interesting appearance. A common error is also to put weather detail in the pointing that 
draws lines into the wall, this type of detail is never appropriate. 

   
Figure 69  Further examples of inappropriate pointing repairs and use of incorrect mortar and sands provide 
visually offensive interruptions to the historic fabric 
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Roof tiles are predominately pantiles which seemed to be used for most of the historic buildings in 
the area, there are just a few slate examples and one tin roof.   

All other roof tiles are limited to the modern buildings or due to re-roofing.  

Fenestration was typically timber, although very few examples of historic timber windows remain.  

 

 
Figure 70 Abbey stone, Carr stone, clay pantile, brick parapet gable detail 
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Figure 71 Galleted Ashlar Carr stone with lime and Pentney sand mortar 

 
Figure 72 Fine galleted limestone with lager limestone quoins 
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Figure 73 Random carrstone and brick rubble 

 

 
Figure 74 Carr stone sipps, inappropriately repointed. 
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Figure 75 Galletted Abbey stone with brick quoins 
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Figure 76 Gault clay quoins with Pentney sand and lime mortar 
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Figure 77 Cast iron rainwater goods, brick and stone/chalk mix wall and pantiles. Some inappropriate cement 
pointing. 
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Figure 78 Random rubble wall including Abbey limestone, field flint, fractured flint, brick, Carr stone and chalk 
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Figure 79 Random Carr stone sipps with brick quoin work (back mortared, not mortar bedded) and iron window 

 

 
Figure 80 Carr stone sipps with no visible mortar to create a strong ginger field of stone. 
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Figure 81 Random Carrstone (back mortared no visible mortar) 

 
Figure 82 Wattle and Daub, Folgate House, suggestive of medieval construction 
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Figure 83 Limestone quoins with chalk 
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Figure 84 Brick quoins with a carrstone field erroneously pointed. 
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Figure 85 Fractured Flint with brick quoins at Folgate House which suggests a much earlier medieval building 
on this site. 

 
Figure 86 Humble low rubble walling built with a mix of vernacular materials, fast disappearing in Pentney. 
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Figure 87 Brick with parapet gable, pantiles and sash windows 

 

Figure 88 Historic iron kissing gate (original railings but replacement gate) 
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Figure 89  Historic iron kissing gate and footpath sign 

 

 
Figure 90 Historic corrugated tin, early C20 
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Figure 91 modern interpretation of carrstone slips with a brick surround 

 

 

Figure 92 Modern Stone slip wall 
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11. Summary and recommendations 

The built environment and landscape of Pentney is of a very distinct character. The ecclesiastic 
influence and access to river Nar is as strong an influence as the local vernacular materials in 
Pentney.  

Walls 

Re-used abbey stone, local carrstone, chalk, flint (chalk flint and river washed flint) and gault 
bricks, combined with lime mortar and Pentney sharp sand to provide a distinctive appearance. 
Many historic properties utilise a mix of wall materials and galleting and brick quoins are another 
prominent feature. 

Using natural stone and brick in proper design and with correct mortar detailing on extensions and 
new properties will help to maintain the character of the village.  Respect and maintenance of 
existing and surviving examples of historic wall materials will also help preserve Pentney’s 
character and heritage. Professional advice should be sought before pointing or repair works are 
undertaken as some modern treatments can be irreversibly damaging.  

There are some early surviving examples of lime render, corrugated tin and weatherboarding. 

The use of render and timber boarding as in the area is minimal, although these materials have 
been used in some of the more modern buildings and in the park homes, it is not considered 
typical of the area.  

 

Figure 93 Images showing vernacular wall materials 

Roofs  

The overriding historic material for roofing is clay pantiles, although many properties have had 
replacement roof coverings that include concrete tiles and slate tile. 

Clay pantiles are very serviceable and very indicative of the historic character of Pentney. The 
removal of clay pantiles and use of modern concrete tiles has negatively impacted the character of 
many properties in the area and clay pantiles should be specified on extensions and repairs to help 
to preserve the village historic precedent. 

 

Figure 94 C19 Clay pantile roof in good servicable condition 

Fenestration 

Very few historic timber windows remain in Pentney, this has certainly had an impact on the 
historic significance of many properties in the area. Historically flush casement windows, timber 
sash windows and in some cases metal windows were typical. Timber windows have a longer life 
span than UPVC and are more sympathetic as a natural material. 
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Replacement windows and doors should be carefully considered and flush casement windows, or 
sash windows.  New build and extensions should include carefully specified timber casement or 
sash windows appropriate to the proposed design.  

  

Figure 95 Sash windows Hastings Terrace), Holly House (centre) as an example of well maintained sash 
windows and (right) informed replacement casement windows at Holly Cottage.   

Boundary treatments and lanescape 

The lanes in Pentney are well established and lined with mature trees and hedgerows.  Boundaries 
are typically low level, open fencing and retained native hedgerows. The open farmland spaces 
also offer distinctive character that changes throughout the year.  The historic precedent is that of 
larger properties set well within their plots and open countryside spaces.  These spaces include 
mature trees and hedgerows as well as field enclosures with open fencing providing minimal visual 
interruption. The smaller cottages are typically close to the roads with informal cottage gardens 
and low hedge and minimal low level pickets, railing and walling.   

There are a number of examples of removing and altering hedgerows for high fencing and walls, 
gated entrances and larger houses situated in close proximity to each other.  This type of 
development has no precedent in the village and should not be considered appropriate or 
desirable. 

When considering new development, extensions should not interrupt spaces between properties. 
Infill properties should only be considered in the existing areas of more intensive development. 
New properties of larger proportions should be well spaced on generous plots and sited well 
within their plots.  Smaller properties should respect the examples of the humble historic terraces.  
All properties should respect low and minimal boundary treatments and include informal native 
planting. Formal lawns visible from the lanes are not considered appropriate in new or existing 
properties anywhere in Pentney.  Formal lawns, modern close boarded fencing and high brick 
walling harm the character of the area.  Existing hedgerows should not be removed or replaced 
with fencing.   
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Figure 96 Images showing informal hedgerows, tended hedges, field fencing rubble wall and low cottage garden 
boundaries 

12. Listed buildings 

Details of the listed buildings taken directly from Historic England, for ease of reference only. 
 

a. CHURCH OF ST MARY MAGDALENE 

Overview 
Heritage Category: Listed Building - Grade: I 
List Entry Number: 1077623 
Date first listed: 15-Aug-1960 
Statutory Address: CHURCH OF ST MARY MAGDALENE 
National Grid Reference: TF 72082 13856 

Listing NGR: TF7208213856 

Details 

PENTNEY - TF 71 SW 10/72 Church of St. Mary 15.8.60 Magdelene I Parish church, C12 and later. 
Rendered Carr stone, slate roof. West tower, long nave and chancel now in one, south porch. 
Tower of uncoursed whole flint with some brick, tiles and limestone; stone dressings; 4 stepped 
diagonal buttresses; chequerwork plinth; 2-light west window with panel tracery, rendered brick 
mullion, above a reset gargoyle and a small trefoil headed light with hood mould; string course to 
bell stage, 2-light bell openings with reticulated tracery; embattled parapet with flint 
chequerwork, large gargoyles to south, west and north. South nave of rendered Carr stone, 
openings to left and right of central porch both of 3 lights with cusped ogee heads with mouchette 
under a square head. Small C12 semi-circular headed lancet to left of porch. Gabled porch, 
rendered; chamfered arch with polygonal jambs. Double chamfered south doorway with deeply 
undercut hood mould. Chancel of Carr stone rubble with stone dressings, upper eaves courses of 
galletted Carr stone blocks; south chancel with central priest's door, 2-light opening under 
quatrefoil to right, tall 2-light opening to left with panel tracery under 4-centred arch, lights with 
low transom. East window with narrow 3-light opening having Decorated tracery part renewed. 
North nave of rendered Carr stone, north chancel of Carr stone and limestone rubble with upper 
courses of galletted Carr stone blocks; 4 lancets. Double hollow chamfered north doorway with 
head renewed, stoup recess to left. Interior: 12 bay roof of 1850, nave of 8 bays with arched 
braces, chancel of 4 bays with scissor braces. Central 4 bays of nave with C12 thicker walls north 
and south now raised; walls incorporate to north and south fragments of C12 interlaced arcading, 
semi-circular headed arches rising from shafts with cushion capitals. South nave window to east 
with rear arch having reset detached column to east angle having cushion capital at base and top, 
moulded segmental rear arch; grotesque corbel set below sill of third lancet from east; large tall 
piscina with plain trefoil head. Plain octagonal font on fat octagonal stem, base of bowl and stem 
with deeply undercut mouldings. Plain tower arch. 
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b. Pentney War Memorial 

Overview 
Heritage Category: Listed Building - Grade: II 
List Entry Number: 1455542 
Date first listed: 23-Apr-2018 
Statutory Address: The churchyard, Church of St Mary Magdalene, Narborough Road, Pentney, Norfolk, PE32 
1JW  
National Grid Reference: TF7207813849 
 
Summary 

First World War granite memorial cross, with later additions for the Second World War.  
Pentney War Memorial, which stands in the churchyard, is listed at Grade II for the following 
principal reasons: 
Historic interest: * as an eloquent witness to the tragic impact of world events on the local 
community, and the sacrifice it made in the conflicts of the C20. 
Architectural interest: * a simple yet poignant granite wheel-head cross, in the Celtic style. 
Group value: * with the Church of St Mary Magdalene (Grade I-listed). 
 
History 

The aftermath of the First World War saw the biggest single wave of public commemoration ever 
with tens of thousands of memorials erected across England. This was the result of both the huge 
impact on communities of the loss of three quarters of a million British lives, and also the official 
policy of not repatriating the dead which meant that the memorials provided the main focus of 
the grief felt at this great loss.  
One such memorial was raised at Pentney as a permanent testament to the sacrifice made by the 
members of seven local community who died in the First World War. Following the Second World 
War the names of three men who died in that conflict were added to the memorial.  

Details 

The granite war memorial stands in the churchyard of the Church of St Mary Magdalene (Grade I-
listed). It is prominently situated by the churchyard path near to the church porch. The memorial 
comprises a wheel-head cross standing on a tapering plinth with a single-stepped base. The 
principal dedicatory inscription to the front face of the plinth reads TO THE GLORY OF GOD/ AND 
IN MEMORY OF THE MEN OF THIS/ PARISH WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES FOR KING/ AND COUNTRY IN 
THE GREAT WAR/ 1914-1918/ (7 NAMES). 
 
The Second World War names were recorded on a granite slab placed at the foot of the memorial, 
the inscription reading THIS STONE COMMEMORATES THOSE OF/ THIS PARISH WHO GAVE THEIR 
LIVES IN THE/ 1939-1945 WAR/ (3 NAMES). The memorial is enclosed by a low granite kerb. 
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c. CROSSGATES FARMHOUSE 

 
Overview 
Heritage Category: Listed Building - Grade: II 
List Entry Number: 1077625 
Date first listed: 20-Jun-1988 
Statutory Address: CROSSGATES FARMHOUSE, ABBEY ROAD 
National Grid Reference: TF 71771 13548 

Listing NGR: TF7177113548 

Details 

PENTNEY ABBEY ROAD TF 71 SW 10/74 Crossgates Farmhouse - II Farmhouse, C18. Uncoursed 
galletted Carr stone rubble; stone quoins to left, brick to right; pantiles. 3 bays, 2 storeys; dentil 
cornice, flush sashes with glazing bars; central doorway with coped canopy, C19 door inserted into 
earlier opening. Large end internal stacks; Low 2-bay single storey extension to left with central 
axial stack, 3-light casement and C20 2-light casement. Rear with continuous added outshut of 
galletted Carr stone rubble with some brick, plinth of C18 brick. Returns with some dressed 
limestone and limestone quoins, left return with two parabolic brick arches to basement infilled 
with Carr stone; 1 blocked and 1 inserted window to ground floor. 

 

 

d. REMAINS OF CROSS AT TF7168 1336 

Overview 

Heritage Category: Listed Building  - Grade: II 
List Entry Number: 1077624 
Date first listed: 14-Oct-1951 
Date of most recent amendment: 20-Jun-1988 
Statutory Address: REMAINS OF CROSS AT TF7168 1336, ABBEY ROAD 
National Grid Reference: TF 71684 13375 
Listing NGR: TF7168413375 
 
Details 

PENTNEY ABBEY ROAD TF 71 SW 10/73 Remains of Cross at TF 7168 1336 (formerly 14.10.51 listed 
as Wayside Cross, Ashwood Farm) - II Wayside cross, C14. Limestone and small iron stained flint. 
Cruciform base of four buttresses each with limestone cap starting c.1.5m above ground. c.2.5m of 
octagonal limestone shaft. Cross is 2km east-north-east of Augustinian Priory q.v. 10/71. 
Scheduled Ancient Monument, Norfolk 186. 

The project was supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund. 
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e. Pentney Priory Gatehouse 

Overview 

Heritage Category: Listed Building - Grade: I 
List Entry Number: 1342419 
Date first listed: 19-Oct-1951 
Date of most recent amendment: 30-Jun-2015 
Statutory Address: Gatehouse, Pentney Priory, Abbey Road, Pentney, King's Lynn, PE32 1JT 
National Grid Reference: TF7009512153 
 
Summary 

Augustinian Priory gatehouse, built late C14. The steel stair and modern red-brick wall are 
excluded from the listing. 
Reasons for Designation 

Pentney Priory Gatehouse, built late C14, is listed at Grade I for the following principal reasons: 
* Historic interest: Pentney Priory was founded as an Augustinian priory in the C12, and was 
dissolved during the Reformation in 1537. The priory buildings were dismantled, but the 
gatehouse survives as a reminder of the wealth and prominence of the Order of St Augustine in 
this remote parish; 
* Architectural interest: the gatehouse retains a significant proportion of medieval masonry and 
craftsmanship of a high order. It provides a key visual component of the surviving complex of 
monastic structures and extensive buried archaeology at Pentney Priory; 
* Group value: for the considerable group value the gatehouse holds with the other Pentney 
Priory designations: Abbey Farmhouse (NHLE 1077622, listed at Grade II), and the scheduled 
remains of Pentney Priory (NHLE 1019666). 
History 

From the time of St Augustine's mission to re-establish Christianity in AD 597 to the reign of Henry 
VIII, monasticism formed an important facet of both religious and secular life in the British Isles. 
Settlements of religious communities, including monasteries, were built to house communities of 
monks, canons (priests), and sometimes lay-brothers, living a common life of religious observance 
under some form of systematic discipline. It is estimated from documentary evidence that over 
700 monasteries were founded in England. These ranged in size from major communities with 
several hundred members to tiny establishments with a handful of brethren. They belonged to a 
wide variety of different religious orders, each with its own philosophy. As a result, they vary 
considerably in the detail of their appearance and layout, although all possess the basic elements 
of a church, domestic accommodation for the community, and work buildings. Monasteries were 
inextricably woven into the fabric of medieval society, acting not only as centres of worship, 
learning, and charity, but also, because of the vast landholdings of some orders, as centres of 
immense wealth and political influence. They were established in all parts of England, some in 
towns and others in the remotest of areas. Many monasteries acted as the foci of wide networks 
including parish churches, almshouses, hospitals, farming estates and tenant villages. Some 225 of 
these religious houses belonged to the order of St Augustine. The Augustinians were not monks in 
the strict sense, but rather communities of canons - or priests - living under the rule of St 
Augustine. In England they came to be known as `black canons' because of their dark coloured 
robes and to distinguish them from the Cistercians who wore light clothing. From the C12 
onwards, they undertook much valuable work in the parishes, running almshouses, schools and 
hospitals as well as maintaining and preaching in parish churches. It was from the churches that 
they derived much of their revenue. 
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Pentney Priory was founded c1130 by Robert de Vaux for Augustinian canons, and was dedicated 
to the Holy Trinity, Blessed Virgin Mary and Mary Magdelene. The priory was granted the manor 
of Pentney in the Isle of Eya, a mill, two salt-works and various other lands and churches in the 
region to support it financially. It was a large establishment that increased in size in its 
amalgamation with neighbouring Wormegay Priory in 1468. In 1492 there were 18 canons, though 
this number had fallen to 13 by 1532. The abbey was dissolved in 1537, and the lands were 
granted to Thomas Mildmay, Earl of Rutland. Many of the priory buildings, including the monastic 
church, were subsequently demolished or fell into ruin. Although only the C14 gatehouse remains 
standing, extensive buried archaeology will retain information regarding the layout and 
organisation of the monastic precinct, not only in relation to the religious and conventual life of 
the priory, but to the domestic and economic activities which sustained that life. The need for a 
plentiful supply of water for domestic and agricultural purposes was an important factor in the 
siting of medieval monasteries, and the remains of the elaborate water management system 
revealed by crop marks is therefore of considerable interest. Some of the leats and drains of this 
system are also likely to contain waterlogged deposits in which organic materials, including 
evidence for the local environment in the past, will be preserved.   A number of sources suggest 
that the gatehouse was built in the late C14, and its layout survives mostly intact. A porter’s lodge 
was located on the ground floor of the eastern block, with two small peep holes on the north wall. 
A small accommodation suite occupied the ground and first floors of the west block, with an 
internal turret stair to the north wall, and a garderobe to the north corner of the west wall. The 
smaller suite was accessed via a door on the north wall of the central porch, and did not have 
direct access to the priory precinct. A larger accommodation suite occupied the first and second 
floors of the east block, the second floor chamber over the arch, and the second floor of the west 
block, which also contained a garderobe. This larger suite had direct access to the priory precinct 
via the stair turret at the north-east corner of the east elevation. 
Following the dissolution of the priory in 1537, the gatehouse was used as a domestic dwelling, 
and it is likely that the red brick chimneystacks to the east and west elevations date from this time. 
An etching by Millicent and Kirkhall, published in 1750, shows the gatehouse from the south, and 
an accompanying note remarks that the building still had a lead covering at this time. The etching 
shows the ruins of the precinct wall, running east of the gatehouse, the trace of which is still 
discernible at the north-east corner of the building. It is likely that the gatehouse became vacant in 
the late C18, and the lead roof covering was removed at this time. The ruinous gatehouse is 
depicted in a sketch by Norfolk artist John Sell Cotman, published in Architectural Remains in 
1817, showing the building from the south-west and without a roof. The neighbouring farmhouse 
was constructed to the south-east sometime between 1817 and 1845, and is depicted in a painting 
by Mr C Winter in 1845. The painting also shows the ground-floor windows of the gatehouse 
blocked, perhaps to reduce the amount of window tax before the tax was repealed in 1851. The 
brick vault over the archway of the gatehouse collapsed sometime in the early C20, followed by 
the collapse of the western archway wall in the late C20. During the 1980s, a lightning strike 
caused further internal collapse, and scaffolding was erected c1990 to support the deteriorating 
structure. In 2012, a Project Development grant was issued by English Heritage for restoration 
works carried out in 2012-13, which saw the addition of a new oak roof structure with lead 
covering, and internal flooring to the second floor, accessed by a steel stair. 
The gatehouse was first listed at Grade I in 1951 and was added to the Buildings at Risk Register in 
1998. After careful restoration the gatehouse was removed from the at Risk Register in 2014. 
Details 

Augustinian Priory gatehouse, built late C14. 
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PLAN: Roughly rectangular in plan, with two polygonal-plan turrets to the north elevation, a 
projecting square-plan turret to the north end of the east elevation, and a projecting garderobe to 
the north end of the west elevation. 
 
MATERIALS: The gatehouse was constructed using a variety of materials found in the immediate 
vicinity and sourced from neighbouring counties. The main body of the gatehouse was built of 
locally sourced rubble flint, with ashlar Barnack limestone dressings sourced from a quarry outside 
Peterborough. Local Carr stone is used throughout the building as infill and repair. The 
chimneystacks on the east and west elevation were constructed of red brick, and most likely date 
from the C16. The roof structure was constructed in 2012-13, and comprises a new oak frame with 
a lead covering. Plain glass was introduced to all windows during restoration works in 2012-13. 
On the interior, chalk or clunch was used as infill, with red brick for window and door arches, 
jambs and fireplaces, and later as infill throughout the building. A section of Carr stone cobble 
survives on the ground floor of the west block and has been preserved in situ. In 2012-13, the 
following materials were introduced to the interior: a limecrete floor on a porous base on the 
ground floor of the west block; a steel stair on a concrete base rising to second floor level; and 
laminated timber floor boards to the second floor of the east, central, and west blocks. 
EXTERIOR: The north elevation is composed of three bays, with a central two-storey bay flanked to 
either side by a polygonal three-storey turret and a full-height stepped buttress. The crenellated 
parapet is raised and angled to the central bay, with carved trefoil-headed arcading and recently 
replaced stone to the merlons. A string course under the parapet bears a gargoyle head to the 
north-east elevation of the east polygonal turret. The second floor of the central bay bears a sill 
course, and there is a continuous moulded plinth course to the ground floor. The central bay has a 
pointed-arch window opening to the second floor, containing two trefoil-headed lights under a 
carved hood-moulding. The polygonal turrets each have a pointed-arch window opening to the 
first and second floors containing a trefoil-headed window under a round-arched hood-moulding. 
The north and north-east elevations of the east turret each have an arrow loop to the porter’s 
lodge. The most easterly bay has a lancet window opening under a hood-moulding, providing light 
to an internal stair turret. The central entrance has a camber-headed arch with a moulded 
surround and reveals, having carved roundels to the spandrels, each containing a blank shield in a 
quatrefoil frame. The arch contains a replacement double-leaf gate with raised-and-fielded timber 
panelling (replaced 2012-13). There are short stubs of broken wall projecting east and west of the 
north elevation, showing evidence of the former precinct wall. The north elevation measures 
approximately 20m in length. The east elevation has a square-plan turret stair to its north end, a 
central red brick chimneystack rising from the ground floor to the parapet, and a moulded sill 
course to the second floor south of the chimneystack. The crenellated parapet has replacement 
stone to some merlons, and a continuous string course, featuring a carved gargoyle head near the 
south corner. The second and first floors each have a square-headed window opening under a 
hood-moulding, the second floor having two trefoil-headed lights, and the first floor having two 
cinquefoil-headed lights. The ground floor has a single trefoil-headed light in a pointed-arch 
surround, with a pointed-arch hood-moulding. The square-plan turret contains a single lancet 
window opening on its east elevation under a hood moulding. The turret has a pointed-arch door 
opening on its south elevation, with a carved hood-moulding, chamfered reveals and a 
replacement door. The east elevation measures approximately 10m in length. The south elevation 
has a central two-storey bay, flanked to either side by a three-storey bay. Each bay is flanked by a 
stepped buttress, and the walls have a stepped sill course to the second floor and a continuous 
plinth course to the ground floor. The angled crenellated parapet is raised to the central bay, with 
trefoil-headed arcaded carving to the merlons of the central bay only. A number of merlons have 
recently been restored and some stone replaced. The central bay has a pointed-arch window 
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opening containing two trefoil-headed lights, with a carved hood-moulding and chamfered 
reveals. The east and west bays each have a pointed-arch window opening to the first and second 
floors and a square-headed opening to the ground floor, each of the three windows having a 
carved hood-moulding and two trefoil-headed lights, increasing in size with each storey. The 
central ground floor arch is pointed, with a moulded surround and reveals. The south elevation 
measures approximately 15m in length. The west elevation is three-storeys in height, with a 
sloped return from the north elevation containing a garderobe, a central red brick chimney stack 
rising from the ground floor to the parapet, and a sill course to the second floor. The parapet is 
crenellated with some merlons recently replaced, and features two carved gargoyle heads to the 
stringcourse, one at the junction with the north return and one near the south corner. The second 
and first floors each have a square-headed window opening under a square-headed hood-
moulding, that to the second floor having two trefoil-headed lights, and that to the first floor 
having two cinquefoil-headed lights. The ground floor has a single trefoil-headed light in a pointed-
arch surround, with a carved pointed-arched hood-moulding. A camber-arched opening with red 
brick voussoirs on the ground floor of the angled return granted access to a basement level. The 
west elevation measures approximately 10m in length. 
 
INTERIOR: The internal walls are constructed of rubble flint and clunch, with later brick infill. The 
central ground floor archway was formerly covered by two ribbed vaults, which supported the 
large central chamber above. The east and west walls of the archway each have two blind pointed 
arches with rubble flint infill, and each bay is divided by a moulded engaged pier, from which there 
are remnants of the springing arches of the vaults. The east and west walls each have a door 
opening at their north end to the east and west blocks respectively, with a chamfered ashlar 
surround and replacement timber door. Where sections of the walls have collapsed, the fabric was 
substituted in 2012-13 by modern red brick laid in Flemish bond. The window openings 
throughout the building have red brick voussoirs to the interior. The west block has a porous 
limecrete floor to the ground floor, with a section of original Carr stone cobbling to the north-west 
corner. A steel stair* on a concrete foundation* was introduced in 2012-13, and grants access 
from the ground floor to the second floor. The ground floor has a red-brick fireplace on the west 
wall, with some brick replaced in 2012-13. The west wall of the ground, first and second floors 
each have a door opening to a garderobe, the openings on the ground and second floors having an 
ashlar limestone surround with some replacement stone. The east wall of the first and second 
floors is composed of modern red brick* laid in Flemish bond (replaced in 2012-13). The second 
floor has laminated timber floor boards, a steel-panelled balustrade to the stair landing, and a roof 
hatch* allowing access to roof level. A pointed–arch door opening at the north end of the east wall 
grants access to the central chamber. The central chamber is a rectangular-plan room with a door 
opening at the north end of the east and west walls. The west wall of the central chamber is 
composed of modern red brick*, and shared with the west block. The north, east and south walls 
are all of original construction, and the east wall has an original fireplace with a brick surround, 
and a pointed-arch door surround granting access to the east block. The central block has recent 
laminated timber floor boards. Similar to the west block only the ground floor and second floor of 
the east block are accessible today. The ground-floor room (formerly the porter's lodge) is 
accessed via the door on the east wall of the central archway. It contains a red-brick fireplace on 
the east wall, and a porous limecrete floor. The floor of the first-floor level is no longer present, 
but the first floor may be viewed from the door opening of the turret stair at this level. The 
second-floor room of the east block has a moulded pointed-arch door surround to the central 
chamber, and a chamfered pointed-arch door surround with deep reveals to the turret stair. As 
with the second-floor room of the west block and central chamber, the second floor room of the 
east block has recent laminated timber floor boards. The turret stair at the north-east corner of 
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the east block is of stone construction with stone treads, and features historic graffiti on its 
internal wall. A skylight* and some replacement treads were introduced in 2012-13. 
 
* Pursuant to s.1 (5A) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (‘the 
Act’) it is declared that the aforementioned features marked by an asterix are not of special 
architectural or historic interest. 
 

f. ABBEY FARMHOUSE AT TF 701 121 ADJACENT TO AUGUSTINIAN PRIORY 

 
Overview 

Heritage Category: Listed Building - Grade: II 
List Entry Number: 1077622 
Date first listed: 19-Oct-1951 
Statutory Address: ABBEY FARMHOUSE AT TF 701 121 ADJACENT TO AUGUSTINIAN PRIORY 
National Grid Reference:  TF 70108 12138 
Listing NGR: TF7010012100 
 
Details 

PENTNEY - TF 71 SW 10/70 Abbey Farmhouse at 19-10-51 TF 701 121 adjacent to Augustinian 
Priory q.v. 10/71 - II Farmhouse, early C18. Re-used dressed limestone with some Carr stone, blue 
glazed and red pantiles, end internal stacks. 3 bays, 2 storeys and attic. Principal facade to west: 
brick platband, brick quoins to first floor; 2-light casements under flat arches to bays 1 and 3. 2 
roof dormers with casements. Central bay in ashlar with pediment; large 4-centred chamfered 
arch infilled with wooden boards and inserted door, square headed surround to arch; semi- 
circular headed niche to right and to left of arch. Single storeyed single bay additions in re-used 
materials to right and to left; hipped pantile roofs; C20 Gothick openings with brick dressings, 
doorway to left of left addition. Right return to south of Carr stone rubble with some stone, small 
opening to first floor, blocked opening to attic. Left return to north with Carr stone and limestone 
chequerwork to gable. Rear to east: galletted Carr stone and limestone with late C15 terracotta 
fleur de lys. 2 forward single storeyed extensions with hipped roofs, that to right incorporating 
medieval stonework of lion's head, inverted angel corbel and figure stops. Interior: pair of C15 
pepperpot turrets in stone flanking inserted stair in central cell, first floor, to rear of west facade. 
 
The project was supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund. 
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g. NARBOROUGH HOUSE 

Overview 

Heritage Category: Listed Building - Grade: II 
List Entry Number: 1077626 
Date first listed: 20-Jun-1988 
Statutory Address: NARBOROUGH HOUSE, LYNN ROAD 
National Grid Reference: TF 74557 13563 
Listing NGR: TF7455713563 
 
Details 

PENTNEY LYNN ROAD TF 71 SW 10/75 Narborough House - II House, early C19, remodelled late 
C19. Gault brick, hipped slate roof with central glazed lantern not visible; 3 bays, 3 storeys, 3 bays 
deep. Rusticated brick quoins and window surrounds. Entrance facade to east: platbands to first 
and second floors, moulded brick cornice, centre bay breaks forward with rusticated quoins, 
central single storeyed flat roofed porch added late C19 to match facade, cambered heads to 
doorway and to large fixed windows of returns; windows with margin lights containing stained 
glass said to be by E. Burne-Jones incorporating flowers made from bullions of crown glass. 
Splayed rusticated arches with scalloped bases to ground and first floor sashes bays 1 and 3; semi-
circular headed sash with keyed arch to centre bay of first floor; second floor sashes with splayed 
rusticated arches. Right return with set back single bay addition of late C19 to match facade. Left 
return to south: 3 storeys, 3 bays; ground floor with large canted bay having polygonal lead roof to 
first bay, sashes; semi-circular headed keyed niche to central bay ground floor; other openings as 
to east facade but with brick balcony to central bay of first floor. Rear to west: several late C19 
additions including flat roofed two storeyed addition to left extending beyond main house, single 
storeyed addition with canted bay window to centre, canted bay window part enclosed by 
conservatory to right. Interior: room at south west angle with white marble fireplace having 
acanthus leaf consoles, fire surround of painted tiles of classical females representing winter and 
summer said to be by Minton following designs of Burne-Jones, reeded brass strips and brass 
plaques in upper corners showing birds in relief; cast iron grilles c.1880 to conservatory floor. 
Open well staircase with stone stairs and wreathed mahogany handrail, late C19 lincrusta paper. 
to stair dado; stairwell lantern with etched glass. 
 
 
 


